HIGH-DENSITY RECLOSABLE BAGS

NOW 35% STRONGER!
HIGH-DENSITY RECLOSABLE BAGS
Handgards takes pride in leading the industry in high-quality,
value-driven products for foodservice operations across the country.
That’s why Handgards is the first in the industry to offer High-Density,
reclosable food storage bags.
Made of top-of-the-line material, and now 35% stronger than before,
High-Density Reclosable Bags keep food fresher for significantly
longer than traditional LD bags and offer added functionality. They
can be used to keep food fresh on counters or protect from freezer
burn during prolonged storage in freezers. These HD bags can also be
used for cooking and steaming foods, either with boiling water or in
microwaves (-50˚ F up to 200˚ F).
Simply seal in freshness with the secure closure and take it directly from
the cold to the heat, all while preserving food quality and reducing the
need to repackage or transfer foods.
CAUTION: For optimal results it is recommended that you follow your
own procedure/process when testing food items.

ZipGards High-Density Reclosables are now made from 35% thicker HDPE for stronger bags that
protect against tearing and leaking.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•Freeze and heat without repackaging food (-50◦ F up to 200◦ F)
•35% thicker HDPE material added for strength and durability
•Longer lasting freshness than traditional Low Density bags
•Write-on blocks for easy identification
•Freezing foods without the risk of freezer burn
•Perfect for cooking or steaming veggies and sides
•Preserves the quality and freshness of bread, cereal, nuts, granola
and more

Handgards offers multiple sizes for added storage capability and convenience,
including the large High-Density 2 Gallon bag.

Recloseable Bags

New, sharp, color-coded packaging re-design for
easy identification

BEK#

HGI #

Model

Volume

Size (In.)

Pack

Case Qty

875026

303679804

ZG6 HD

Pint

6.5 x 6

Flat Pack

500

875326

303679806

ZG32 HD

Quart

7x8

Flat Pack

500

875031

303679809

ZG128 HD

Gallon

10.5 x 10.5

Flat Pack

250

139433

303679801

ZG256 HD

2 Gallon

13 x 15.5

Flat Pack

100

450605285 PS 5285 BEK HD RECLOSABLE BAGS
450605285 KIT 5285 BEK HD RECLOSABLE BAGS
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